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Abstract

A framework conceived and designed to enable ecological assessments of theater, concert hall,
and auditorium acoustics is presented. Coupling real-time convolution based auralization and
3D visualization with the inclusion of a 3D audio-visual (3D-AV) recorded performance provides
for an animated visual anchor, allowing for appropriate orientation and distance variations per-
ception, improving the sense of presence in the simulation. Auralizations are rendered either
via an Ambisonic speaker array or binaural headphones using a Max/MSP audio engine. The
3D visualization is handled by BlenderVR, an open-source framework for Virtual Reality (VR).
The framework is designed to facilitate multi-platform operation and seamless porting of the ren-
dering over Head-Mounted Display (HMD), a portable one-projector CAVE system, or any other
VR architecture. A use-case is presented with the historic Théâtre de l’Athénée in Paris. The
acoustics from various seats are auralized using High-Order Ambisonic room impulse responses
calculated using the Geometrical Acoustics (GA) software CATT-Acoustic on a GA model of the
theater validated in a previous study. A 3D-AV theatrical performance is filmed with a depth
sensor (Kinect 2), the resulting volumetric video is encrusted on the virtual stage allowing the
same performance to be played in different room configurations without the need to construct
and animate CGI avatars. Diverse application scenarios are discussed. The tools developed to
support this framework are Open Source to promote research and development in augmented
auralization.
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Augmented auralization: Complimenting auralizations
with immersive virtual reality technologies

1 Introduction
Room acoustic simulations and auralizations are more and more accepted as a component of
acoustic analysis and architectural design, obviously more so when the project targets acoustic-
oriented buildings (concert halls, theaters, etc.). Kleiner et al. [1] defined auralization as: “the
process of rendering audible, by physical or mathematical modeling, the sound field of a source
in a space, in such a way as to simulate the binaural listening experience at a given position in
the modeled space”. Auralization makes the results of room acoustic design more tangible and
accessible than descriptions of acoustic properties by abstract numerical quantities, making
results accessible to all, from acousticians and architects to end-users.

The framework presented below is part of a research project employing real-time auralization
on the assessment of room acoustic qualities by non-acousticians in an historical context. This
paper focuses on the creation of CGI (Computer Graphic Image) to support auralization. The
remaining of the Introduction will discuss the current state of auralization techniques and detail
the recent works in integrating CGI to support room exploration in VR. The paper’s organization
is exposed along with the framework overview in Section 2.

Room acoustic assessment tools can roughly be sorted in two categories: physical models and
computer simulations. Physical modeling was at first based on the use of high-frequency waves
propagating in 2D sections of scaled models, coupled with Schlieren photography to observe
local variations in wave front density [2]. A similar method used ripple tanks [3] where vibrating
sources were used to create wavelets in shallow water to observe the acoustic properties of
a given room geometry. Other phenomenological approaches were designed such as the use
of light beams to simulate reflections behavior [4] or to investigate the distribution of acoustic
energy [5], until the development of microphones accurate enough to enable scale model based
techniques as used in modern acoustic design. Scale models allow for full 3D study of room
acoustics [6, 7], scaling all physical dimensions of the room, including sound wavelengths.
Techniques based on Room Impulse Response (RIR) recordings progressively replaced in-situ
listening tests to assess rooms acoustical quality [8]. A continuous effort was since made at
developing scale model techniques that would allow work with smaller scale factors [9].

The presented framework, as much of today’s room acoustic studies, is based on computer
simulation [1, 10]. The most frequent method consists in creating a Geometrical Acoustics
(GA) model of the room, defining its dimensions and the materials it is composed of, then
computing the RIR associated to sound propagation from emitter to listener throughout the
space, and using this RIR for auralization [11]. Compared to scale model, computer simulation
suffers no scale constraints and relies on numerical models, easily modified to assess architec-
tural design proposals. Latest research and development has targeted navigable auralizations,
allowing end-users to navigate in the model to assess the acoustics at different positions in
the room [12]. Interactive auralization also received some attention [13], allowing end-users
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to emit or trigger sound events to assess the acoustics as they navigate in the virtual room.
The presented framework currently implements navigable auralization. Future developments
(discussed in Section 6) will focus on the implementation of interactive auralization.

The addition of visual feedback to an auralization, even based on static images, has been
proven to impact the final perception or feel of the room [14]. The closed feedback loop that
exists between audio and visual information can be exploited to further improve the ecologi-
cal validity of auralizations [15], producing results and sensations close to what the physical
counterpart of the room being simulated would. The presented implementation proposes the
addition of animated avatars of the sound sources (actors, performers, etc.), positioned in a
virtual visual model of the room being assessed. The avatars are created from a video record-
ing of a performance, avoiding the need for any lengthy 3D animation process while presenting
a plausible and dynamic embodiment of the acoustic source.

In the remaining sections, the Théâtre de l’Athénée (Paris) will serve as a case-study of the
presented framework. A short theatrical performance with two actors was filmed and recorded
to serve the auralization and avatar creation. The paper organisation matches the framework’s,
as presented in the next section. It concludes with a discussion of how the framework will be
used to support further research on the development of augmented auralization.

2 Framework overview
Figure 1 illustrates the augmented auralization framework, from the creation of a GA model to
the real-time auralization of the VR scene.

The GA model of the theater was created and calibrated in CATT-Acoustic [16], as detailed
in Section 3. Geometry and materials were defined based on blueprints and in-situ photos of
the existing building. After acoustic calibration of the model, RIRs were simulated for a given
source position and set of listener positions to enable end-user motion during the auralization.

Section 4 discusses how the visual model of the theater was added to the virtual scene. Initially
designed in 3ds Max [17], said model was then exported to Blender [18] to be rendered in real-
time on a VR architecture using the BlenderVR extension [19].

Finally, the virtual avatar creation method is detailed in Section 5. Actors were recorded with
both microphones and a Kinect 2 sensor, the latter producing a coupled pair of RGB/Depth
videos. These videos were used to generate a point-cloud of the actors in the rendered scene
while the audio was convolved in real-time with the RIRs corresponding to the actual end-user
listener position in the virtual environment for the auralization1.

1Example videos of the virtual Théâtre de l’Athénée case-study, see http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
arFU8yFe73Q (single actor, single screen version) and https://youtu.be/6hTfTvBH5WE (two actor, three-screen ver-
sion)
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Figure 1: Conceptual overview of the Augmented Auralization framework. (a) Creation
of the Théâtre de l’Athénée GA model and RIRs simulation for source-receiver positions.
(b) Creation of the visual model. (c) Audio (dry) and Visual (RGB and Depth) recording
of the performance. (d) Rendering the performers’ avatar as a point-cloud, created from
RGB and Depth recordings, which is integrated in the virtual environment for real-time
augmented auralizations.

3 Room acoustic rendering
This section details the framework components related to the auralization: the creation and
calibration of the GA model and the use of the exported RIRs for real-time convolution with
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Figure 2: Comparison between simulated and measured means along with ±1 JND values
for reference. From left to right: T20, EDT, C50, and C80.

anechoic/dry recordings of the performance.

3.1 Creation and calibration of the GA model, RIR simulation

The room acoustic model of the Théâtre de l’Athénée (see Figure 1a) was created using the
GA software CATT-Acoustic (v.9.0.c, TUCT v1.1a) [16], composed of approx. 1,300 faces.
Calibration was performed following the 7-step procedure presented in [20], including on-site
measurements for calibration reference.

The absorption distribution in the Théâtre de l’Athénée is not uniform. As such, simula-
tions were performed using CATT’s “Algorithm 2: Longer calculation, detailed auralization” with
100,000 rays. Figure 2 presents a comparison of averaged measured acoustic parameters
(T20, EDT, C50, and C80) with those estimated from the simulated RIRs. Simulated reverber-
ation parameters EDT and T20 as well as clarity parameters C50 and C80 are within 1 Just
Noticeable Difference (JND) of the measured values across all frequency bands for 2 omnidi-
rectional source × 44 omnidirectional receiver configurations.

3.2 Real-time auralization

A Max/MSP patch was designed to handle the real-time auralization (see Figure 3) using the
3rd order Ambisonic (16 channels) RIRs from the calibrated GA model. The current RIR was
selected according to the user position and convolved with the input audio stream (performance
dry sound file). Decoding was based on either (1) a virtual speaker array for binaural rendering
(see e.g. [21]) or (2) on a physical speaker array for Ambisonic rendering. When available,
real-time head-tracking of user orientation was applied as a rotation to the resulting Ambisonic
stream prior to binaural decoding. Current user position and orientation in the virtual environ-
ment, or more precisely virtual camera position and orientation, were determined in BlenderVR
(see Section 4) and sent via OSC (Open Sound Control) protocol to the Max/MSP patch.
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Figure 3: Conceptual schematic detail of the real-time auralization implemented in
Max/MSP. Left and right hands of the figure respectively illustrate binaural and Ambisonic
rendering pipelines.

4 Visual room rendering
This section details the creation of the visual model of the Théâtre de l’Athénée in Paris and
its rendering on a VR architecture.

The initial mesh creation and texturing of the model was performed in 3dsMax, based on the
materials collected for the creation of the GA model in CATT-Acoustic. It was then imported in
Blender for real-time rendering in the Blender Game Engine. The whole scene was ported to
BlenderVR [19] to be rendered on either a 3 screens video-wall architecture or an Oculus Rift
DK2 HMD. Lighting was adapted to the targeted VR architecture, based on purely aesthetic
considerations.

The HMD rendering made use of an Image Distortion GLSL shader and a user tracking Python
script already integrated in BlenderVR. A lightweight system architecture was conceived to
allow for the creation of a 3-wall CAVE-like system as illustrated in Figure 4. The objective was
to project the virtual scene on the 3 screens using a single wide-angle lens projector, based on
a technique similar to standard homography. A set of 3 virtual cameras was positioned in the
theater scene, each camera rendering its image on a virtual screen in an intermediate layer
“projection” scene. The relative positions and dimensions of the virtual screens in this scene
matched those of the physical screens of the CAVE. A virtual camera sharing the extrinsic
and intrinsic parameters of the physical projector rendered the image that the latter projected
on the actual CAVE. Finally, head-tracking was accomplished using a set of OptiTrack infrared
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Figure 4: Illustration of the single-projector based rendering on the 3 screen CAVE. (a) Vir-
tual scene with the set of 3 virtual cameras. (b) “Projection” scene with the 3 virtual
screens and the virtual camera (cube-like shape on the top of the image), whose posi-
tion, extrinsic, and intrinsic parameters match those of the screens and projector of the
real world. (c) Pre-distorted image of the 3 screen CAVE architecture, as seen from the vir-
tual camera of the “projection” scene, to be projected by the projector. Adaptive rendering
is achieved by synchronizing the position of the 3 virtual cameras with the position of the
user tracked in the CAVE. (d) Final projection on the 3 screen CAVE.

cameras to adapt the current rendered viewpoint to the user’s actual position, providing a stable
virtual environment (with respect to the real world).

5 Dynamic performance recording, point-cloud rendering in the VR
world

A 5 min extract of the play Ubu Roi, by Alfred Jarry, was performed by two actors and recorded
in the Théâtre de la Reine Blanche, a 140 seat theater in Paris, using two headset microphones
and a Kinect 2 sensor. As the direct-to-reverberant ratio is high for close mic recordings, these
were employed as approaching anechoic recordings. The video stream of the Kinect 2 sensor
was handled by a script based on the libfreenect2 library [22], recording current time stamp and
both RGB and Depth images to disk. RGB and Depth videos were created from these images
with a Matlab script checking for frame-per-second (fps) regularity of the image recording. Both
videos were then combined during the real-time rendering in BlenderVR to produce a 512×424
point-cloud of the actors. The term point-cloud here refers to a GLSL texture rather than a 2D
deformable mesh to reduce CPU consumption, projected in the VR world from a point in the
virtual environment corresponding to the Kinect camera’s position. The Depth video was used
to define the spatial position of the point-cloud pixels, the RGB to define their color. The
work of Pagliari et al. [23] was used to define the mapping between the hue of the Depth
video gray-scale and the pixels depth position, along with the X/Y scaling coefficients of the
3D volumetric pyramid projection. The global scale of the point-cloud was defined to produce
life-sized avatars in the VR scene’s. Noise in the captured Depth video was removed frame-
by-frame using filters for pepper-noise removal, forcing consistency amongst neighboring pixel
values (medfilt2, Matlab Image Processing Toolbox).
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6 Future work
To support future research on augmented auralization, further developments of the framework
are planned, focusing primarily on real-time point-cloud capture and integration as well as per-
formance voice directivity simulation.

Streaming the Kinect 2 Depth and RGB images directly into BlenderVR to generate the point-
cloud in real-time will allow further diversification of applications of the presented framework.
The live audio stream of the performers would likewise be used directly for the auralization.
With the final framework, performers should be able to interact with the room space and acous-
tics in real-time, interacting with virtual avatars or other performers in different physical spaces,
or to record themselves for latter assessment. Preliminary testing with multiple Kinect cam-
eras further showed promise for the capture of more complex scenes and increased variety in
possible viewpoints.

To reinforce the realism of the simulated room acoustic, voice directivity will be integrated in the
framework, generated based on tracked user orientation and directivity patterns integrated into
the simulated RIRs. This feature will support future studies on the impact of voice directivity on
perceived performance and room characteristics. Based on these results, an investigation on
the need of phoneme-specific directivity patterns in real-time auralization is planned.

7 Conclusions
This paper presented a framework to design real-time augmented auralization in VR environ-
ments, supporting the creation of immersive auralization experiences with little CGI skills and
a low-cost VR architecture. The auralization itself is based on standard convolution with RIRs
(in Max/MSP), simulated in a calibrated GA model (CATT-Acoustics), and rendered via either a
headset (binaural) or a set of loudspeakers (Ambisonic). The creation of virtual avatars is de-
scribed, based on recorded RGB/Depth videos of the sound sources involved in the auralization
(e.g. actor performance). These avatars are rendered as point-clouds in the VR environment,
completing the auralization with a lifelike visual anchor without the need for further CGI anima-
tion developments. To provide visual as well as audio immersion, the final scene is rendered
on a set of 3 screens positioned around the user (U-shaped). A single wide-angle lens projec-
tor is used to display a pre-corrected image on the 3 screens around the user. Homography
and adaptive rendering based on tracked user position are handled in the BlenderVR software
(Blender extension for VR).
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